HUGO NADEAU - PROJECT

« We dream of lapsing back into zero. »
- Jake and Dinos Chapman

THE SUM
The project consists of a post-apocalyptic,
anarchist inspired art video game that the
visitor can try in the exhibitions where it is
presented and bring back home. The Sum is
the english version of my latest (and still
ongoing) project Nous Aurons. Both take
place around the Great Lakes.
THE GAME
The Sum is a well documented political
and social computer game. It presents, as its
starting point and environment, the sum of all
ecological, economical and technological
disasters that actually hunt every aspects of
our current society. This courageous
exploration of tomorrow’s humanity form a
multi-disciplinary project made of video,
audio and new media art.
Resolutely anarchist (in its ideal sense
e m b o d y i n g i n d i v i d u a l a u t o n o m y, s e l f determination and direct democracy), The Sum
have a clear position concerning the adventure
of the future, the expected disasters and peace
behind the human limited perception of time.
UTOPIA
Paradoxically, the project consist of the
advent of utopian communities in a dystopian
world. These communities correspond to the
results of the concerted actions of all activists,
first nations warriors and other game changers
with their dreams of a radically new society. In brief, the project shows their transition from minority to
majority. The states, the private property and the economic hegemony facing extinction, it will be less a
revolution than a complete reversal of circumstances. A situation often seen through history, today’s
minorities becoming tomorrow’s majority, as hope is always only a question of when.
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The player will be able to survive, in
contact with scarce but creative groups of
people. He or she will face free, reliable and
useful technologies, wondrous ideas, trusted
machines and genetic freaks dedicated to
preserve humanity. Despite all disasters, he or
she will meet a real feeling of completeness and
certain regrets for our present time. He or she
will be able to experiment the true freedom of
movement represented by a collection of
emptied but accessible cities, buildings and
spaces. Like a solitary wanderer launched in the
biggest of all new worlds, he will have to take
care of himself or herself.
The social and environmental dead-end
we are facing should induce a powerful boom of
ideas, the radical movement of a new autonomy.
I truly believe that the work of anticipation of an
artist in a "post-apocalyptic" fiction generate a
singular and necessary position in a world killing
its environmental and mental resources. This is
an opportunity, for a creator, to push his mind
forward for the sake of imagining the essential
equipments and thoughts of the following
mankind as well as helping others imagine them.
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